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J County coroner who said this week that he wished the news media would go andharping on he Finley Coal Company mine disaster probably echoed the thoughts of a Vrelt manvEastern Headlines will not bring back dead husbands and father Civ c do notdcribed tough places to "scratch out a living, and ofthey are risking lives for profit. But the is Aaherebeen no progress in mine safety except after disasters. There would have K faw

nil pa,Med 5 2? V8, men not died first at If the38 of
Zf Leslic Comt arc to bc with any meanbe new vigilance toward those who run minei and those who regulate
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By TOM BETHELL

In the wake of the Finley
Coal Company disaster, a
prominent local coa operator
proposed this week that the
State of Mines and
Minerals drop its inspection
functions and concentrate
entirely on training and
education.

Harry LaVinrs, Jr. ,
and general

manager of South-Ea- st Coal
suggested that the

federal Bureau of Mines should
have full responsibility for all
mine in the United
States and should train a vastly
increased force of inspectors to
do the job.

The Bureau currently has
fewer than 500 inspectors "in
the field" and is unable to
carry out more than 50-6-0 per
cent of the
required by the new federal
coal law. A shortage of
inspectors in the
office of the Bureau resulted in
at least two inspections being
skipped at the Finley mines.
One was scheduled for December
28, two days before the blast
that killed 38 men. At that
time, four out of six available
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inspectors were on vacation,
but LaViers said this week that
the Bureau should not be
blamed for giving some time
off to men "who are being run
right into the ground. "

LaViers, who operates the
largest independent deep mine
in Letcher County (only the
captive mines of Bethlehem
Steel surpass South-East- 's

Polly Mine in tonnage), said
the Bureau needs not twice as
many inspectors - -- as
requested -- - but "four or five
times" as many.

The present system, in which
mines are checked by both
federal and state officials, is
unworkable, LaViers said.

"Some mines are visited by
both, some by neither, " he said.
"Sometimes their reports over-
lap. The state reports generally
aren't much use. What the
state should do is phase the
Department of Mines and
Minerals out of the inspection
business and turn the inspectors
into teachers who can work full
time on getting across the kind
of good practices that would
have prevented that explosion. "

LaViers said he thought it
likely that the Finley blast was
at least partly a result of run-
ning a mine with employees

who did not generally have
much experience with the
hazards of underground mining
and were not getting any
instruction.

During June and October, the
operators were cited by federal
inspectors for failing to provide
an "adequate" training program
and for allowing unskilled men
to handle electrical equipment
and maintenance.

LaViers suggested that Gov.
Louie Nunn should include, in
his upcoming sail for a special
session of the state legislature,
proposed legislation to alter
the responsibilities of the Depart
ment of Mines and Minerals so
that it could legally make the
shift from training to inspecting.

Mines director Hirreld Kirk-patric- k,

asked about the
proposal, said he - jubted that
the Governor would try to ask
the legislature to consider such
a suggestion at this time.

Kirkpatrick added, however,
that the state has applied for
funds available under the fed-

eral mine act to broaden its
training functions. "We sent
in a proposal September 28,
he said, "and we were the
first state to do that. We hope
to have funds by January 31. "

The state expects to receive
$230, 000, he said.
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To the Editor:

I have worked in the coal
mines for some thirty odd years.
I hold a first class certificate
from the State of Kentucky and
I have several safety awards
from the U.S. Bureau of Mines.

Before federal inspection,
every mine in Perry County
was a potential disaster area.
After federal and state inspect-
ion, every mine appears to re-

main a disaster area.
There was no mystery sur-

rounding the Finley mine ex-

plosion. The potential was
there for everyone to see. A
man-ma- de condition created
by gross and criminal negli- -
gence.

The U.S. Bureau of Mines
and the Kentucky Department
of Mines and Minerals failure
to abate known violations is
primarily responsible. The
hunt for clues to establish re-

sponsibility is not necessary
unless those seeking clues are
ignorant of the history of coal
mining.

The political farce of setting
aside provisions of our state
constitution which forbids re-

strictions on recovery for injury
or death, so that coal operators
can maim, cripple, drown,
smother to death, electrocute
and slaughter their employees
of part of the history of coal
moning.

Industry as a whole values
human life in the hundreds of
thousands of dollars, while the
mining industry through its
well-heel- ed lobbies, places
the value of a human life, in
their created disaster areas,
at a measly $19, 000 minus
$2, 000 for burial.

In general practice a con-
tract in violation of law is

but an agreement
to violate the constitution for
a special interest group will
be enforced.

The question of certified
supervision has not been cleared
up. Evidence uncovered by
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the committee leaves a reason-
able doubt that the mine was
legally operated.

The Implication of a 100-ho- le

detonation for clearance
of a loader conveyor denotes
the lack of legal and ade-
quate supervision.

The rush to obliterate as
much of the evidence at
possible, and the rush to sign
up the widows and orphans
is almost too much for human-
ity to bear.

Nothing but a federal grand
jury investigation of all phases
of this disaster, including the
constitutionality of the inhu-
man Workman's Compensation
Act, will soothe the nation's
conscience.

The Nixon and Nunn policy
of of the laws
negates the use of enact such
laws.

The principle of Congress
loopholing laws to death must
be stopped.

The selection of administra-
tors partial to privileged
classes is detrimental to the
administration of just laws.

The policy of permitting the
coal operators to make them-
selves the eneficiaries of
miners insurance policies
should not be tolerated in a
civilized country, as it en-

courages instead of abates acci-
dents.

A state mining law that gives
an uncertified superintendent
the right to veto the purchase
ot supplies by a certified mine
foreman promotes rather than
deters accidents.

We will continue to buiy the
dead as long as those respon-
sible for law enforcement cat-
er to the whim of those who
are dedicated to the proposit-
ion that they have the God
given right to destroy the earth
and all that's winin it. The
laws of nature dictate the pre-
servation of life; the laws of man
dictates his destruction.

EVERETT THARP
Hazard, Ky.

ASSOCIATION

Listen, O mountaineers, to those same men
Who told you weeks ago just how they could
Rip and tear a scenic mountain and then
Put it in better shape than it once stood.

CHORUS: Their words are as empty as a dry well-- -
They ruin the earth and leave a barren land!
We hear now the sad tolling of the bell
For mountains fallen to the greed of man.

Now, mountaineers, they have more words for you,
Put in a pamphlet just for you to read.
And in it they e xplain what they can do
With their special brand of magic grass seed.

CHORUS: They need not tell us of their magic grass.
It matters not how much of it they sow.
Down raging hollows we have watched it pass
On its way to the broad Ohio.

They want you to believe, O mountaineers,
That what they do will restore your torn land.
Their propaganda crew will pound your ears
With facts about their "reclamation" plan.

CHORUS: The words they speak are not the things
we see;
The words they write are not the things
we know.
We've seen how unconcerned some men can be;
We've seen that some men's hearts are black
as coal.


